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6. Le caractere tetraedrigvs, selon la denomination des MM. Scbwarz
et Klein, des Equations du quatrieme degre (3), (10), pent en general
ee deduire des considerations suivantes. En posant:

soient: h= * ( / / ) „ 6 = 2(/A), flrs = * ( / / ) 4 , <7s =

les deux covariants et les deux invariants de la forme binaire / . On

trouve: h = (S8 - T1) ( a 4 - GiSa'fc* - 8T0&8-

0 = - (S»-2«) 2^, gt = 0, flr. = -
et par ces valeors:

Oat

mais on a: /&-T* = (S»-T1) (a*—6SaW-8Ta&8— S^b')*,

d o n O ! r = ^ .

et liquation (2) pourra s'ecrire :
Y : Y - l : 1 =

et analoguement pour Tautre.

Supplement on Binomial BiordinaU.

By Sir JAMES COCKLE, M.A., F.R.S., &c
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33. The general form of the second class of cases mentioned in
Art. 5 (Vol. xi., p. 123), is characterized by

where » is an integer or zero. Here
l + 16m = l + (6i+i) (6i+ | ) = (6* + f)",

and the symbolical terordinal becomes
= 0,
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which is, or by the processes of Boole (see Art* 11) can be trans-
formed into,

tv = 0,

the symbolical form of the differential resolvent of the quartio
v*—4»+3x = 0 (see Mr. Harley's papers, cited in Art. 14).

34. This general form is therefore finitely soluble (see Arts. 15 to 24).

35. Any binomial biordinal whatever is of, or may be transformed
into, the form

and if we pnt
1-SBI = Z ,

and write the biordinal thus,

the anziliary terordinal of Art; 7 will be

wherein
/ 2I»-(xXyi>

but (*X)'= X—3»« = 4X-»3 and (JX)'= 2x—5aJ* = as ( 5 X - 3),
consequently

f(2P+3) r_ofg<y-5Q. (2P+3)Q

36. For the biordinal
Xx*z"+Px»+Qz=0,

we have, therefore, the terordinal

37. The terordinal will be binomial if P and Q are each divisible by
X. But this requires that A+/i and v + p should both vanish. Oar
results in such case would bo useless, for the biordinal would become
(1— a*) (a* *"+Xa:z'+»'z) = 0, which is soluble aa it stands.
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88. The terordmal is also binomial if 2P+3 be divisible by X, that
is, if the single condition 2/i + 3 = —2Aor\+/i+f = 0 be satisfied.
We then obtain the relation

2P+3 =

and the binomial terordinal becomes

XaV'+SPafy" + {4 (Q-P) +»P ' - 2/*P} «y'

+ 2 { ^ - ( 5 + 2 ^ ) ^ 1 ^ = 0,
or, substituting for X, P, P*, Q, and Q' and reducing,

89. In this equation p stands for — (X+$). The result may be
represented by

/(! / . *, K *) - »'/(y» »> -A*, - P ) = 0.
40. The symbolical form of/ (y, a?,X, v) is

(D+X-l) {(D+X-D'-CX-l^+^^Jy,
consequently that of/(y, a>, —ft, —p) is

and that of the terordinal is

M 4 ) ' 0 « + l ) » 4 p } . Q

4K} y

41. If, as in Art. 26, we change the D in the numerator to D-f 3,
then, replacing/i by its value — X—f- (eliminating /*), we get

42. In verification take the biordinal of Art. 2. Here X = 0, p = — f,
v s= 0, p = wi. Take that of Art. 24. Here X = 0, /i = — f, v = 0,
p=;5

5 j - T a k e thafc o f Arfc- 25« H e r e x = - ( w + i ) i / * = » — 1 ,
v == — p = — m. All these examples are in accord with the result of
Art. 41.

43. For, divided by [D]s, the terordinals of Arts. 10 and 33 respec-
tively are

and

d
VOL. XIII.—NO. 1 7 0 .

and a change of D into D + 3 in the numerators, accompanied by the
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substitutions indicated severally in Art. 42 as appropriate to the first
two examples, will identify these terordinals with that of Art. 41. In
the third case, substitution at once changes the last terordinal of Art.
26 to that of Art. 41.

44. In further verification, add a term -y^r z to the sinister of the
x X

biordinal of Art. 25. The effect is (see Arts. 7 and 25) to augment q by

by

\ x*X I x xX
viz., by

20>+m) ( -&XY+*(}-")*X-**\ or _

and these augmentations change the coefficient of jcy' in the equation at
the head of p. 130 into 2n* + 3n + l+4»'—(2n*-3n + l—4nt) a?*, and
that of y into — 2 (2n+3) y—4wtnz*. The last set of substitutions in
Art. 42 will identify the terordinal of Art. 38 with the augmented
terordinal. I remark that

—4wn =s m (4X-f 2) = —

45. The symbolical form of the biordinal of Art. 35 is

or, changing the D in the numerator into D + 3 , and decomposing into
factors

or, replacing/i by -X—J, i.e., fi + 1 by — (X + J),

*

46. Call this biordinal

then the auxiliary terordinal of Art. 41 may be written

2J!/)
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47. Call a the root of the factor D—a. Then the terordinal is derived
from the biordinal by doubling the roots and inserting both in the
numerator and denominator a middle factor, whereof the root is an
arithmetical mean between the doubled roots.

48. To facilitate comparison with Boole's canons, change, in the
biordinal only, a>8 into «\ We thus get

(J-cQ (J-n,) , Q

(DA)(Dft)
the o's and /3's being connected with the A'B and B's by the four rela-
tions 3ax, 3a, = 2AV 2Att and 8/3x, 3/3, = 2BU 2B,;
and the terordinal may now be written

but, inasmuch as the x is supposed to remain unchanged in the ter-
ordinal, we must, in applying formulae derived therefrom to the biordinal
of this Article, make a preliminary change of a>8 into as1. There is,
however, this advantage in the last transformation, viz., that we can
exhibit the conditions of solubility discussed in these papers under
forms resembling the conditions of Beole.

49. Since Ax+At = p+1, and Bt+Ba = 1—X, therefore the con-
dition (Art. 38) X+/i + f = 0 maybe written 4x+-4,—.Bx-.£,+$ = 0,
which, multiplied into 2, becomes, on substitution,

SK + cr.-ft-ft + l ^ O , or ax+a,-j3x-/3, = - l ,
or, say, ax+a,—/3x—-/3, = an odd integer; for, by Boole's algorithm,
all, any, or either of the D's in the biordinal of Art. 48 can be changed
intoD + 2i. This is one of Boole's conditions, and whenever it is
satisfied the auxiliary terordinal is binomial.

50. But, in order that the terordinal should break up into primor-
dinals, in which event the biordinal is of, or reducible to, the form of
Schwarz (see Arts. 12 and 24), one of the two congruences
—-4x+-4, = ± 1 (mod. 3) and one of the two —J?x+P, = ± 1 (mod. 3)
must be satisfied. This is equivalent to saying that we must have
—ax + a, = 2 i + | or 2t—|, and also — Pi+ft* = 2t, + f or 2i,—J. In
other words, the biordinal is soluble when the following three conditions
are satisfied, viz., al + aa—/5X—/3, is an odd integer, and al—ai and
fa —Pi are each of one (not necessarily the same) of the two forms
2 (ii-^), t being any integer, or 0.

The case in which two symbolical factors disappear from the numerator
and two from the denominator of the terordinal may be briefly dealt
with. Taking ax + a,—/3X—/3, = an odd integer as the fundamental

2
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condition, viz., that the terordinal may be binomial, the middle factors
cannot cancel one another, for f (ox+«»)—!• (A+/3,) = 0 (mod. 3)
contradicts the fundamental condition. If the first factors so cancel,
•we have 8a,—3ft == 0 (mod. 3), or a1—(31 = an integer. If that integer
be even, a factor disappears from the biordinal; so, too, if it be odd, for
then, in virtue of the fundamental condition, at—fit is even. We have
a similar result if the last factors mutually cancel, and, generally, the
condition 3 (a—ft) == 0 (mod. 3) combined with the fundamental con-
dition indicates a disappearing factor in the biordinal. If a middle
-factor cancels one of the others, wo have a result of the form
$ ("i + Oj) — 3/3 = 0 (mod. 3), whence at-f «,— 2/3 is even, which combined
with the fundamental condition gives A—/3, odd, and the biordinal is
soluble as it stands. So, too, if | (/3,+/3,)—3a = 0 (mod. 3).

51. For the class of cases dealt with in Art. 33, we have
t= =fc f (mod. 3), or say — a,-fa, = 2t,db£, and, as in Art. 50,

J, = 2(r±£) . And Bince, by the change of a? into a"1, and by
Boole's algorithm, we may change a into —13, and ft into —a, this
class of cases may be said to be soluble when ax + ai—fil—fii is an odd
integer, and one of the two quantities n,—a, and fti—ft% is of the form
2(t=fc$) and the other of the form 2i,=fc| or j±\. Both, or either, d=
may be replaced by =F.

52. The numerator and denominator of a binomial auxiliary terordinal
are arithmetical progressions whereof the respective differences are

53. The above conditions are sufficient, but are necessary only in a
qualified sense. There exist transformations, unnoticed by Boole,
whereby we may interchange the three quantities /3X—/3j,, a t+n, -&—fit,
o,—a, in any way that we please. Represent these quantities by
I, U, J respectively. Then, remembering that the biordinal form of
Art. 45 has its full complement of symbolical factors (viz., four, two in
the numerator and two in the denominator), the transformation of
J, Vy J into — Jy U, I can be effected. For the change of » into
a'1, i.e.; of D into —D, and the other operations of Boole (pp. 428-9;
Supplementary Volume, 1865, pp. 184-6) will enable us to change a into
—ft and fi into —a.

54. Since, in Arts. 50 and 51, the integers t, / may be positive or
negative, and the ± may be =F, the conditions of solubility, if satisfied

• for the given, are satisfied for the transformed equation.

55. I proceed to the transformation of J, U, J into — U, I, J. Let
(D-a,)(D-a<)_ ^ ftnd , • ^ _ T h o n

{D&XJJM fK
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general form can be transformed (see Boole, pp. 418 et aeq.; Supple-
ment, pp. 184 et 8e.q.) into «—<p (D) x*u = 0, all dots being omitted
in ^ (D). And this last biordinal can be transformed into

D (D+ft-00 tf-CD+ft-aO (P+ft-«,) a* = 0,

or, putting ft-fr = B, t^-ft = ^ , a,—ft = Av

D (D-B) v-(JD-Ax) (D--4,) a>'v = 0.

56. Let SB = \ / l + f, then

or, putting <+ i = T, D= T^,

Eliminating D and x, we get

where T = S
ac

57. But this resalt reduces to

T(A,+A,-B) ~AA,

which becomos binomial on dividing out T, for then we have, putting

(S-V%-AA,tv- { * * + (l_ 1.-S) | } ft = 0.

58. Let A = t —•; then we have
at

whence, multiplying into <, and reducing,

or
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59. Take a new a, = t\Z—1, and restore A + ^ i J w© obtain

D(D+JB-4x-.4l+2)t>-(D-.41) (D-4,) flj»v = 0,

and hence, changing D into D~pu

- p - a , ) (!)-„,)a»F= 0.

60. We have thus changed /3, into o1+a,~/3,--2, and we can there-
fore (2 being even) change (i2 into ax+o,— /3, without affecting the
a'8 or /3lt But this change implies that of /3j—)3, into /3t -f- /?,—«!—<*j,
that is, into — Z7. To avoid the use of negative signs, the entrance of
which does not (see Art. 54) materially affect our conditions, I shall
suppose our transformations applied to P, IP, and P. And wo have
seen that we may change 2', U*, J* into J\ U\ Is, and also into
TP,P,J\

Galling the first transformation / and the second <p, we may write
/ ( I \ U\ P) = (J\ U\ P) and.0 (I1, V\ P) = (U\ P,J*). It follows
that */(!», TJ\ P) = (IP, J\ P), fy (Is, IP, Jl) = (/', I1, Z7«), and
<j>ff (I1, TJ\ »T) = (I1, J\ U1). These are all the transformations of
the kind.

61. Recurring to Arts. 7 and 8, and using an unsuffixed b connected
with &i and bs by the relation

b=bt-±h[-\b\%

and a quantity B defined by B = e/6**1*, we may write the terordinal
in the form

which, multiplied into B, takes the form

(ify)'"+ 4b (%) '+ 2b' (By) = 0,

or, putting By ~ Y,

62. One firet integral of this terordinal (compare Art. 8) is

TZ"- \ (Yy+2bY> = c,,
and it is a property of this terordinal that any of its particular solu-
tions is also one of its integrating factors. Thus, if y = X, X being a
function of 35, be a particular solution, we have a second first integral,
also involving an arbitrary constant, viz.,

XT'- X'T+ (X"+ UX) Y=ci.

63. This equation, differentiated, yields

XV + UXY' + (X"+ 4bX'+ U'X) T = 0,.
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which reduces to

X (T"+ 4bT +- 2b'T) + T (X™+ 4bX+ 2b'X) = 0,

or to !"'"+ 46Y'+ 26T = 0, for, y = X being a particular solution,
the last bracketed quantity vanishes.

64. Combining the two first integrals, we get

or ( r - r •X)l-(X«-2Xr'-4MC") j -2c , J + 2Cl = 0;

and if X involve no arbitrary constant, then X*—2XX'— 4&X1, which,
differentiated, vanishes [in virtue of its becoming — 2X(X"'+46X'
+ 2&'X)], is a constant, say fe*. Give to the arbitrary constants Cj, c,
the respective values — 7̂c*, +A^. Then

and r r r Z C C e * ^ * - ! ) .

The process is illusory when A; = 0, but is always effective when the
particular solution of the terordinal does not satisfy the given biordinal.

65. The complete solution of the terordinal is therefore

a solution which will be sufficiently verified when we come to verify
the coresponding solution of the biordinal.

66. If we multiply the generalized biordinal of Art. 7 into e'/*1**, the
product may be put under the form

the nnsuffixed b being defined in Art. 61 ; or, putting df^z = Zt

Z"+bZ = ±.

67. If the three constants Ov Otf Ot of Art. 65 be connected by
40 ,0 ,= C?, then will

wherein F and 6? are arbitrary constants, be the complete solution of
the biordinal in Zf which arises when c is put = 0.
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68. In verification of this take the particniar eolation

(Z) = -/le**/*.

Then <*>'=* ( f + l

and (r

bnt the dexter is \ ~(2XJX*'—T*+4&Z1+Jtl) (Z), and the ooefl5cient

of (^) vanishes (see Art. 64). And since &1 =(—&)* the whole solu-
tion is verified. —

69. I remark that, if we can so assign the arbitrary constant o as to
obtain a particniar solution of the generalized biordinal in Z, we can
completely integrate Z"+ bZ = 0. Let Z = K be such a particular

Solution. Then Z=(Fe> <• +(?fl J <•

is the complete solution of i T + 6# = 0. For, taking the particular

solution (Z) = (e) <* , we get

and

and the dexter vanishes, for Z = ( solves the generalized biordinal in
Z. And the radical may be taken with either sign, so that the whole
solution is verified.


